
Who Has the Upper Hand?

My long-running quest continues to try getting a handle on what the future holds for the Trump 
Administration (not the man, the governing entity). I used my "vulnerability" spread and went with the 
option to "depersonalize" it by treating the two lines as Opponent #1 (Administration) and Opponent #2
(all adversaries). A photo of the spread is enclosed. I used the Gilded Tarot with reversals for the "line" 
positions and the Legacy of the Divine for the Significator and the three "quint" positions (sub-quints 
and Grand Quint).

For the Significator I chose Justice. The title of this position is "The Opportunity." Justice seemed like 
an unbiased choice.

For the "Strength" position, the Administration got the Tower rx and the Opposition got the 10 of 
Swords rx. Trump's strength here seems to be his ability to fire people who are trying to undermine 
him. I've seen him described as "a bull in search of a china shop." In the contest of underhanded 
maneuvers, the Opposition seems to be at a disadvantage since its momentum is in doubt. Score +1 for 
Admin.

For the "Weakness" position, the Administration got the Page of Cups and the Opposition got the 
Hermit rx. The inexperience of the Administration is taking its toll. The Opposition lacks a unified 
consensus but has the wisdom of experience on its side and knows all the in-fighting moves. Score +1 
for Opposition.

For the "Edge" position, the Administration got The Lovers while the Opposition got The World rx. The
Administration is still in its "honeymoon" phase with its supporters, roughly 50% of the population, but
must soon make some hard decisions. The Opposition is led by many "Old Guard" Establishment types 
whose power was eroded by the broad Republican incursion of the 2016 election. The "One World" 
initiative has also lost ground. The leadership is trying to whip its troops into a frenzy but the 
Administration seems to have "position" on them. Score +1 for Administration.

For the "Allies' Power" position, the Administration got the Queen of Swords and the Opposition got 
the High Priestess. The Administration cohorts seem ready for a down-and-dirty "cat-fight" and have 
their claws sharpened. The Opposition backers have a more noble, high-minded objective with many 
social reformers and academicians on board. This one is more of a toss-up. I'm calling it a "null" result.

For the "Chance of Success" sub-quint position, the Administration got Temperance and the Opposition
got the Empress rx (I include court card values and subtract reversals). In its original sense, to "temper"
something was to enhance its durability and toughness, improving suitability for its intended purpose. It
looks like the Administration will become better coordinated and more agile instead of maintaining the 
clumsy, flat-footed stance it has shown so far. The Opposition has a "feel-good" outlook that isn't as 
dynamic as Temperance, and the Empress is reversed to boot. Score +1 for Administration.

The Grand Quintessence was Justice. In determining where the "favor" lies for this card, I compared 
Elemental Dignities between it and the cards in each line. Justice is an Air card and the Administration 
line has two Fire cards, two Air cards and one Water card. The Opposition has one Air card, three Earth
cards and one Water card. It looks to me like Justice is much stronger with the Fire/Air mix of the 
Administration line than with the Earth/Air mix of the Opposition, since Air is friendly with both Fire 
and Air and unfriendly with Earth. (The Air/Water combinations cancel out.) It seems that "Justice 
(such as it is) will prevail" on the side of the Administration. Score +2 for Administration.



The really interesting thing here is that there was only one minor card among the eight "line" cards (10 
of Swords rx), showing that the stakes are high. The Opposition had three trump cards to two for the 
Administration, but also had three reversals to the Administration's one. The two "Edge" cards seem to 
have the most striking contrast.

The final score came out +5 for Administration, +1 for Opposition, with one null result. This is a very 
experimental technique that relies on a certain amount of judgment in assigning favor in each area. I 
don't make any claims of legitimacy for the results at this point, but it does seem to be a workable 
approach to the comparative vulnerability of two parties to a contest of any kind. 


